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maintained himself with great cunning and resolution till the
end of the war.
The Orange River Colony was the scene of more than one
drive in the spring and summer of 1901, under the direction of
Elliott, who in July captured all the officials of the Free State
Government except Steyn. Later the return of De Wet
caused a new recrudescence of hostile activity, and after the
failure of an attempt to round him up near Reitz he scored
another success by the destruction of a small yeomanry detach-
ment near Harrismith. Consequent on this a new series of
westward drives between the blockhouse lines running east from
Heilbron and Kroonstad was instituted in January 1902, and in
one of these De Wet's whole force, with the uahappy exception
of the arch guerrilla himself and Steyn, were ringed round and
forced to surrender. The last of these drives ended just before
the conclusion of hostilities and left the country still a prey to
sporadic disturbance.
May 1902 saw the fruition of those hopes of peace which,
ever since the fall of Pretoria, had been in the air and for some
months were likely to materialise. A conference of the British
and Boer leaders met at Vereeniging, in which Kitchener, the
triumphant organiser of victory, was able to employ his genius
no less usefully as a negotiator and conciliator. On May 31,
1902, the union of the Boer Republics and the British Empire
was solemnised, De Wet, the incarnation of his people's
resistance, still sternly forbidding the banns. The magnani-
mous policy of the victors, and the grant of self-government to
their late enemies within a decade of the signing of the peace,
finally healed the wounds and stilled the passions of the three
years' conflict,-and brought the men and the descendants of the
men *who had then fought for their independence against
Britain once more into the field, but this time to fight beside
her sons and on her behalf, in the day of her fiery trial in 1914-.
Thus ended in long-delayed and dearly earned but decisive
and fruitful victory the last and strangest of our Imperial wars.
The conquest of the vast territories of the Boer Republics, and
the subjection of the stubborn centaurs inhabiting them, had
cost us even more in men, money and military effort than our
previous trials of strength with the France of Louis XIV. or
Napoleon, It had in its course blasted many a fair military
reputation, revealed to us and to the world many a weak joint
in our armour, and caused our rulers and our people more than
once to grieve at temporary failure and to doubt of ultimate
success, But on the whole the war, which was far more
complicated and difficult than was possible of realisation from
a distance, proved oace more the adaptability of our military

